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LIFE STORY

JOÃO CARVALHO IS A MAN 

WITH MANY QUALITIES

Adelina, the mother, wanted him to be a primary school teacher. Alexandre, the father, 

would have rathered he become a doctor. However, João, the result of his parents’s slip-up 

(she was 44 years old and he was 47 when he was born), decided to go his own way and 

chose to study Textile Engineering at Beira Interior University (UBI) instead, prior to a 

career connected to all three sectors of the economy: teaching, industry and farming. 

READ MORE

DR. KID OPENS CORNER STORES 

IN ITALY’S COIN
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Following an invitation of the Italian upmarket 

department store Coin, the children’s clothing brand Dr. 

Kid opened three new stores earlier this February, in 

Bergamo, Florence and Piacenza. 

READ MORE

GULBENA MANUFACTURED  

RICCIARDO’S CORPORATE LINE

Gulbena has manufactured the entire collection of 

technical-functional items and corporate clothing for the 

Australian Formula 1 pilot Daniel Ricciardo, who last 

season drove for Red Bull (ranking 6th in the 

championship) and this year wears Renault’s colours.

READ MORE

CHILDREN’S CLOTHING

IS TEMASA’S BUSINESS

The children and infant’s clothing is the focus of 

Temasa-Têxtil do Marco SA (Sonae group), a company 

that employs 82 workers and closed 2018 with a 7.5 

million euro turnover. Zippy is Temasa’s main client, 

which operates exclusively under a private label regime.

READ MORE

BARCELCOM DEBUTS

ONLINE STORE 

Last March, Barcelcom Têxteis has inaugurated the first 

Portuguese online store exclusively dedicated to  medical 

compression products. Barcelcom is now invested in a 

B2C integrated platform offering immediate deliveries, 

with no costs for the customer.

READ MORE
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SMART INOVATION AND 

INOVAFIL'S FLAME RETARDANT 

THREAD

Smart Inovation and Inovafil have jointly developed an 

innovative flame retardant thread already under testing 

at CITEVE. “We’re achieving resistance to washing”, 

guarantees Mário Brito, Partner and CCO of Smart 

Inovation.

READ MORE

RED OAK AIMS TO SELL 4 

MILLION AT CRUISING SPEED

To reach a sales volume of four million euro by 2022 is 

the goal set by Abilheira & Cunha, Red Oak's owner. “In 

Red Oak’s new life, our target audience is still urban, but 

with a higher purchase power”, discloses António Silva, 

the brand's sales representative.

READ MORE

Lipaco’s glass thread will make the gilets jaunes shine brighter. The 

reflective vests, mandatory in every driver’s trunk and shot to fame by the French anti-

Macron protestors, will now feature an improved reflecting ability if they’re made from the 

new glass fibres that Lipaco started selling in Première Vision’s last edition.

READ MORE

"The human factor makes up for 
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80% of what we do. If people 

aren’t secure, if they’re not 

comfortable, we might have 

a problem"

JOSÉ MANUEL VILAS BOAS FERREIRA

Valerius' CEO

86%
water saving is how much WashedColors 

achieves with the Wetamarble dyeing 

process
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